WURZWEILER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
SUMMER 2017
MONDAYS/WEDNESDAYS
BLOCK PROGRAM CLASSES

9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

SWK 6013 ADVANCED CLINICAL PRACTICE I
(10104) Sec. A Dr. Skolnik RM. 803
(10105) Sec. B Dr. Howell RM. 823

SWK 6134 SOCIAL WORK VALUES & ETHICS
(10116) Sec. A Dr. Sweifach RM. 813

9:00 AM - 1:00 PM

SWK 6003 GENERALIST PRACTICE I
(10100) Sec. A Dr. Becker-Feigeles RM. 807
(10101) Sec. B Prof. Trachtenberg RM. 817

SWK 6004 GENERALIST PRACTICE II
(10102) Sec. A Dr. Becker-Feigeles RM. 807
(10103) Sec. B Prof. Trachtenberg RM. 817

11:15 AM - 1:15 PM

SWK 6101 HBSE II
(10110) Sec. A Dr. Sweifach RM. 813
(10112) Sec. B Prof. Akerman RM 825

SWK 6014 ADVANCED CLINICAL PRACTICE II
(10106) Sec. A Dr. S. Skolnik RM. 803
(10107) Sec. B Dr. Howell RM. 823

2:30 PM - 4:30 PM

SWK 6101 HBSE I
(10108) Sec. A Prof. Sytner RM. 813
(10109) Sec. B Prof. Shapiro RM. 825

SWK 6328 SOCIAL WORK WITH GROUPS
(10125) Sec. A Dr. Sweifach RM. 807

SWK 6685 TRAUMA & INTERPERSONAL VIOLENCE
(10159) Sec. A Dr. Schaeffer RM. 803

SWK 6823 TREATMENT OF EATING DISORDERS
(10158) Sec. A Prof. Zucker RM. 817

ALL CLASSES AND FACULTY ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT THE DISCRETION OF
THE SOCIAL WORK PROGRAM

****

Regular Black print denotes First year courses.
Blue print denotes Advanced courses.
Green print denotes Elective courses.